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The Principal
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Birbhum

Dated- 2A.06.2022

Subiect: Submission of Feedback Analvsis Reports 2021-2022 for Action

Dear Sir,

This year the IQAC has collected feedbacks from the students, alumni, parents, employers and faculty

members on a) teaching-learning performance of the faculty members, b) efficacy of the syllabus, c)

academic ambience & discipline, d) infrastructural and institutional facilities extended to the

students and the employees. This year we also took feedback on syllabus. You are also informed that

Hons departments collected feedback on syllabus and you will be intimated in due time.

After data (through the structured questionnaire) processing, repofts on the issues were generated

You are requested to convey the students' opinion on teaching-learning performance to the individual

teacher. For other reports, you are to take necessary steps.

This is for your intimation and necessary action.

Thanks and regards

Enclosed
a) Copy of the reports
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Stakeholders Issues

Teaching-
learning

Well-disciplined and
student-friendly

campus

Overall infrastructural
facilities

Quality of the
students in the

market

Students Yes Yes

Alumni Yes

Faculties Yes

Parents Yes

Employers Yes
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EmPloYers Feedback- 2021-'22

This session, the institution has collected feedback from the employers. Like previous year, this aims at

gauging the perception of the employers about our students' From the responses we have received

following repoft is generated.

Observation:

1) Overall qualitv of emplovable students

Around 100% expressed satisfaction regarding the overall quality ofour students"

2) Overall qualitv of discipline and punctualitY of students

It is also found that 89% of the employers appeared to be satisfied.

3) Knowledge of ethics and social awareness among students

It is our pride that tt . 
"tt 

l*t practice and social awareness among our students are quite praiseworthy'

The responses validate our endeavour. Over 890% respondents believe that they do possess strong ethics

moral values and social awareness'

4) Competitive approach of students

89% of the respondents believe that our students are competitive in their attitude.

5) Proficiency in Enslish lansuase and computer skill

Students from the rural belts suffer from different types of inabilities lack of fluency in spoken English

and computer skill. Most of the students we find are from the socially and economically weaker sections

and first generation (1't generation) learners . They cannot afford of having the luxury of computer' Our

institution tries hard to make e-literate and proficient in English speaking. 89% of the respondents appear

to be satisfied.
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